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In this guide you will find...
Online resources
Suggestions for technology
use, working with diverse
student populations, and
teacher-led professional
development

Lesson Plans You
Can Use

Ideas for implementing
A model for understanding the
strategies in the classroom
progressive pathways, or spirals, of
learning that students will be
expected to master as they advance Research-based practices and
from one grade level to the next
tips from other CTA members

Additionally, you will see certain icons and sections that will guide you to specific information.
The handbook is tabbed by section to give you easier navigability. You can either read it from
front to back, section-to-section, or look for the icons below as it suits your needs.

IDEA #1
The "Ideas" in this
book are meant to
give teachers handson suggestions and for
classroom practice.

QR Codes will lead you to
an online resource or
other document that
might be useful to you.

Content in this guide may not be used for commercial purposes and without the written consent
of the CTA Instruction & Professional Development department. Resources in this book were
developed and compiled by CTA staff, Karen Taylor and Marlene Fong.
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Beyond the
Barriers of Learning
CTA considers the California State Standards a welcome
return to trust in the professional judgment of teachers who
can now exercise creativity and versatility in instruction and
assessment. This is in contrast to the one size fits all
approach to learning and the high-stakes testing stressed in
the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB).

Literacy
development
extends
beyond English
to the other
core subject
areas.

Within the workplace
and in post
secondary education,
students must:
write
research
analyze non-literary texts
critically read
speak
listen
use technology to
research
use technology to
communicate information
across platforms

Three key areas of the Common
Core implementation process:

Professional
Development
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Assessment
Literacy

Curriculum
Development

Professional
Development
Teachers need supportive and ample professional development
to ensure successful implementation of the CA CCSS.
Professional development should be relevant to the learning
needs of all students and should go deeper into the skillsets
required of the standards. It is no longer acceptable for districts
to offer professional development for basic skills.
CTA supports teachers leading professional development for
teachers. This is outlined in the strategic plan as well as in the
programs that CTA supports. One of the professional leadership
programs that CTA supports is called the Instructional
Leadership Corps (ILC). Launched in the 2014-15 school year,
the ILC is a collaborative project between CTA, the Stanford
Center for Opportunity Policy in Education (SCOPE) and the
National Board Resource Center (NBRC) at Stanford University.
Project members include teachers, site-based leaders,
adminsitrators from K-12 and higher education.
The ILC supports the idea that teachers are the experts in their
field, they know what they need, and should share their
expertise with their peers. Since the inception of the project,
over 84,000 teachers have been trained by ILC members in the
instructional shifts needed to implement the California Math,
Literacy, and Science Standards. The 2017-18 school year
marks the fourth year of the project. ILC members are working
diligently to provide high-quality professional development to
teachers across the state.

The Local Control Funding
Formula (LCFF) and the
Local Control Accountability
Plan (LCAP) provide an
opportunity to designate the
necessary funds needed for
professional development
for all educators across the
state. For more information,
go to:
https://www.cta.org/en/Iss
ues-and-Action/SchoolFunding/Local-ControlFunding-Formula.aspx

Check out the project website:
www.cta.org/ilc

Check out CTA's online
resources:
Instruction & Professional Development:
www.cta.org/ipd
California Teachers Association: www.cta.org
Institute For Teaching:
www.teacherdrivenchange.org
Pinterest page: www.pinterest.com/ctaIPD
Find us on Twitter: @wearecta #WeAreCTA
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Why not create your own PD opportunities?
Here are some ideas for teacher-led PD:
• Host or attend an edcamp. “Edcamps” are events where the participants choose
what they want to learn through a simple collaborative process. It’s possible that
you show up to one and end up leading a session on a topic of interest for your
colleagues. There are many official camps out there. Don’t wait for one to happen
though. Take the initiative to start one at your own school site. You just need a
few classrooms, your peers, and a few hours to host one.
Http://www.edcamp.org/ has a lot of resources for you to get started.
• Join an online professional learning community. Whether you sign up for
Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, or Edmodo, many people are on social media these
days sharing tips and ideas for high-quality, student-centered instruction. Some of
the features of learning communities include: hosted educational chats, making
connections around the country and the globe with other educators, making
connections, and sharing resources and ideas. Scan below to get our instructions
on how to sign up for Twitter, or go to http://ctaipd.org/twitter-sign-up/.

Funding to Support
Professional Development

Collaboration in Common will is an online community
where California educators can join a variety of
professional groups with similar interests to talk, post,
share, and listen. Join at collaborationincommon.org.

IDEA

CTA's Instruction & Professional Development
Department
CTA's Instruction & Professional Development department works hard for members on a variety of issues
around the state. IPD staff provide trainings around the region and also provide up-to-date research on
the following topics:
Implementation of State Adopted Policies
Standards Implementation
Curriculum and Instruction
Professional Development
Assessment Literacy
Special Education
Universal Design for Learning
Credentials
Federal Regulation
Continuous Improvement
ESSA
LCFF/LCAP
School Site Councils
Technology for Instruction
Peer Assistance and Review
Teacher Evaluation

Students and
teachers are at
the center of
what we do.

In addition, our Human Rights department supports work that focuses on:
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Social Justice
Cultural Competency
Equity and Access
GLBT and Transgender Issues
Unconscious Bias
Student CTA

CTA
Statewide
Conferences
Providing professional
development for
educators by educators

CTA recognizes the importance of highquality professional development. CTA
sponsors a number of conferences
throughout the year.

New Educators Weekend
Good Teaching Conference
Human Rights & Equity
GLBT Issues Conference
Issues Conference
UCLA Summer Institute
To find out more about CTA
conferences, go to:

ctago.org
Have You
Ever
Served On
Your
School Site
Council?

The Good Teaching Conference has been a
tradition for over 50 years. The Conference
is coordinated by a group of educators from
around the state and is supported and
traditionally run by CTA's Instruction and
Professional Development (IPD) department.
CTA Staff work behind the scenes to make
sure the logistics and content deliver what
the committee wants.
The majority of presenters are CTA
members. The focus of the conference
continues to be on high-quality professional
development for literacy, Common Core
implementation, technology, specialized
instructional strategies, and classroom
management. The conference and preconference are a great way for teachers to
get valuable professional development that
goes deeper into the standards.
The conference is held twice a year, in the
Spring; once in Northern California, and once
in Southern California. Registration fees can
be paid for by small chapter grants,
association budgets, School Site Council
(SSC) budgets, and even money that has
been allocated for professional development
in the Local Control Accountability Plan.

Another source of engagement for professional development needs can
come from the SSC. The SSC functions as the decision making body of
the school site to:
-Create the Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA). This includes
developing a budget that is aligned to the Federal Categorical funds
requiring decisions from the SSC.
-Develop improvement strategies for allocating resources aligned to the
district's LCAP.

IDEA

-Ensure that the school is continually engaged in identifying and
implementing curriculum and instructional practices.
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What Does CTA's LongTerm Strategic Plan
Mean For You and Your
Classroom?

"Isn't CTA only
focused on
grievances
and salary
"How does
increases?"
my union help

me serve my
students?"

We believe in transforming our profession for teachers and
other educators by supporting the highest standards of
quality in student-centered education. The California
Teachers Association works to...

The Strategic Plan
1. Advocacy on Education Reform

Promote a whole student,
strength-based public
education system.

Build the capacity of
educators to collectively
drive the education
profession.

Establish and facilitate networks to develop professional
capital within CTA to help educators drive their profession and
do their work with students.

The Classroom is Our Priority.

2. Building an Organizing Culture
3. Community Engagement and
Coalition Building
4. Leadership and Leadership
Development
5. Organizing Unrepresented
Workers
6. Social Justice, Equity, and
Diversity
7. Structure and Governance
8. Transforming Our Profession

The following is an excerpt from the plan in the section titled, "Transforming the Profession"
(CTA, 2014):
CTA members represent the full spectrum of professions within California’s schools and colleges and
take enormous pride in their work. This plan supports establishing the highest standards of quality in
student-centered education and increases the capacity of educators to help determine the most
effective teaching methods, curriculum, and evaluation systems. It recognizes all education
professionals for the experts they are; calls for facilitating networks to develop professional capital
within CTA; acknowledges the importance of instructional leadership within the union; and challenges
schools, colleges, and universities to improve the recruitment and retention of educators who
represent the full diversity of the communities they serve.

We Believe...
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Teachers are the expert.

Leadership also means being a leader
in the profession of teaching.

All students deserve a
high-quality education.

Peer Assistance & Review for the 21st
Century can benefit teachers.

Free, universal public
education is a right.

High-quality research based
practices make a difference.

5
#1

things you need to
know about

Professional Rights &
Responsibilities

Job abandonment

A valid contract is active from the first day of school to
the last day of school.

44420. (a) If any person employed by a school district in a position requiring
certification qualifications refuses, without good cause, to fulfill a valid contract of
employment with the district or leave the service of the district without the consent
of the superintendent, if any, or the governing board, of the district except in the
manner provided for by law, the commission may, after proof of this fact is made to it,
take an adverse action on the credential holder but may not suspend the credential for
more than one year or revoke the credential.

#2 social media no-no's
Online: Don’t “friend” your students and
keep your profiles private.
In person: Exercise caution in discussing
personal topics. Your students don’t need
to know the details of your night out on
the town.
Professional Gossip: Don’t badmouth other
teachers or students to your class. You’ll
lose their trust and potentially your job.

#3

Online: Do not complain about teachers,
students, colleagues, or your place of
employment. Don't post student work
online if you are depicting it in a negative
way. If your speech is liable to "disrupt
school activities", you may not be
protected.
Bad press: Don't be that teacher that ends
up in the news for posting negative
comments about students or parents...

Teacher Dismissal
Teachers have permanent status, not tenure. Within permanent status there is a procedure
for dismissing teachers which guarantees due process and impartial consideration of the
facts when disagreement about the facts exists.
Teachers can be dismissed for unsatisfactory performance, EC 44932. Grounds for dismissal
of permanent employees; suspension of employees. (a)(4) Unsatisfactory performance. If you
receive a notice of intent to dismiss (by May 15 or end of school year), contact your CTA
primary contact staff person.
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#4

misassignment

Make sure your teaching assignment aligns with the credential you hold. A
misassignment is “the placement of certificated staff in a teaching or services position
for which the educator does not hold a legally recognized certificate, credential,
permit, or waiver with an appropriate authorization for the assignment or is not
otherwise authorized for the assignment under another section of statute or
regulation”. Under the provisions of the LCFF and LCAP, one of the State Priorities is
that teachers are assigned appropriately to their credentials. If not, the teacher is
misassigned.

#5

UNDERSTANDING PROFESSIONAL FITNESS

Failure to disclose any required information concerning your professional fitness
to teach in California is falsification.
If a teacher falsifies an answer to a fitness question on the state application for a credential,
the Commission on Teacher Credentialing (CCTC) may reject or deny your application or
take disciplinary action against your credential.
If a teacher falsifies an answer to a fitness question on a district application for employment,
the district can dismiss you.

OTHER IMPORTANT ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION:
Children's
Online
Privacy
Protection
Act (COPPA)

COPPA- Children’s Online Privacy Protection Actprotects students under 13 from having personal
information collected without the consent of a
parent or guardian.
Bottom Line: Students under age 13 need parent
permission to share their work online- includes
photos, videos, and audio files.
Consider a class account. Social Media Accounts
are not legal to obtain for a child under 13 years
of age. (COPPA)
Do not release names of students on your website
or social media if they are under 13. Be cognizant
of identifying any student online, especially if a
student has an IEP.
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UNDERSTANDING PROFESSIONAL FITNESS
Failure to disclose any required information concerning your professional fitness to teach in California is
falsification.
• If a teacher falsifies an answer to a fitness question on the state application for a credential, the
Commission on Teacher Credentialing (CCTC) may reject or deny your application or take
disciplinary action against your credential.
• If a teacher falsifies an answer to a fitness question on a distric application for employment, the
district can dismiss you.

Fitness questions:
1. Aside from information that may be shown below, have you ever held any credential or license
authorizing service in the public schools in another state?
2. Aside from information that may be shown below, have you ever been: dismissed; non-reelected;
suspended without pay for more than ten days; retired; resigned from; or otherwise left school;
because of allegations of misconduct or while allegations of misconduct were pending?
3. Aside from information that may be shown below, have you ever been convicted of any felony or
misdemeanor in California or any other place? (You may omit misdemeanor marijuana-related
convictions that occurred more than two years prior to this application, except convictions involving
concentrated cannabis, which must be disclosed.)
4. Aside from information that may be shown below, are you currently the subject of any inquiry or
investigation by a state or federal law enforcement agency or a licensing agency in California or any other
state?
5. Aside from information that may be shown below, have you ever been the subject of an inquiry or
investigation by a: state law enforcement agency; federal law enforcement agency; licensing agency in
California; licensing agency in any other state; regarding alleged misconduct that involved children or
took place on school property?
6. Are any criminal charges currently pending against you?
7. Is any disciplinary action now pending against you in any school district or with any other school
employer?
8. Have you ever had any credential, including but not limited to, any Certificate of Clearance, permit,
credential, license or other document authorizing public school service for teaching: revoked; and/or
otherwise subjected to any other disciplinary action (including an action that was stayed) for cause; in
California or any other state or place?
9. Aside from information that may be shown below, have you ever had any professional or vocational
(not teaching or educational) license: revoked; and/or otherwise subjected to any other disciplinary
action (including an action that was stayed) for cause; in California or any other state or place?
10. Aside from information that may be shown below, have you ever had any application for a credential,
including but not limited to, any Certificate of Clearance, permit, credential, license, or other document
authorizing public school service or teaching: denied; and/or rejected for cause; in California or any
other state or place?
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CLASSROOM
MANAGEMENT
TIPS
Build a Solid Foundation

Books We
Recommend

Let your students get to know you.

Te c Lik a Pir , Dav
Bur s

Tip: A great way to start out the year is to have
your students fill out a True/False quiz about 1015 things you would like them to know. It can be
as simple as knowing your favorite soda.
Remember, don't share items that are too
personal, like "I like to party", etc. For younger
grades, you could have a mystery bag that
contains items that pertain to you. Your students
can guess what might be in the bag.

For Whi Fol Who Te c in
t e Ho d, Ch i t
r Em i

Know Your Students
Learn your students interests, likes, dislikes, and multiple intelligence/learning styles. Also, know what
topics your students are interested in. You can use this information to plan for lessons that interest your
students within the context of your classroom. Also knowing pop culture and what's popular is an easy
way to reach kids. Consider using culturally relevant literature and articles that have interesting topics
for your students. The more engaged they are in class, the better.
Tip: An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. You've probably heard this a million times, but
greeting students at the door to say hello and to gauge their mood mindset can really set the stage for
knowing your students. Also, don't be afraid to smile on Day One.

Rules

Rules should be both written and taught to students at the beginning of
the year.
Guidelines for establishing rules are:
Involve the class in making the rules.
Keep the rules short and easy to understand.
Phrase rules in a positive way.
Remind the class of the rules at times other than when someone has
misbehaved.
Make different rules for different kinds of activities.
Key children in to when different rules apply.
Post the rules and review them periodically.
If a rule isn't working, change it.
Suggestion for rules and procedures: Use Memes as a visual reminder
of rules. Students are expected to remember a lot of norms on a
campus. Remember to review rules and class norms on a regular basis.
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What Does CTA's LongTerm Strategic Plan
Mean For You and Your
Classroom?

"Isn't CTA only
focused on
grievances
and salary
"How does
increases?"
my union help

me serve my
students?"

We believe in transforming our profession for teachers and
other educators by supporting the highest standards of
quality in student-centered education. The California
Teachers Association works to...

The Strategic Plan
1. Advocacy on Education Reform

Promote a whole student,
strength-based public
education system.

Build the capacity of
educators to collectively
drive the education
profession.

Establish and facilitate networks to develop professional
capital within CTA to help educators drive their profession and
do their work with students.

The Classroom is Our Priority.

2. Building an Organizing Culture
3. Community Engagement and
Coalition Building
4. Leadership and Leadership
Development
5. Organizing Unrepresented
Workers
6. Social Justice, Equity, and
Diversity
7. Structure and Governance
8. Transforming Our Profession

The following is an excerpt from the plan in the section titled, "Transforming the Profession"
(CTA, 2014):
CTA members represent the full spectrum of professions within California’s schools and colleges and
take enormous pride in their work. This plan supports establishing the highest standards of quality in
student-centered education and increases the capacity of educators to help determine the most
effective teaching methods, curriculum, and evaluation systems. It recognizes all education
professionals for the experts they are; calls for facilitating networks to develop professional capital
within CTA; acknowledges the importance of instructional leadership within the union; and challenges
schools, colleges, and universities to improve the recruitment and retention of educators who
represent the full diversity of the communities they serve.

We Believe...
Teachers are the expert.

Leadership also means being a leader
in the profession of teaching.

All students deserve a
high-quality education.

Peer Assistance & Review for the 21st
Century can benefit teachers.

Free, universal public
education is a right.

High-quality research based
practices make a difference.
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Assessment
Literacy

Teaching & Learning that Makes Sense
Although the Smarter Balanced assessments have been in place since 2014, teachers should not
forget the critical role of assessment at the classroom level.
Effective classroom assessment measures mastery of learning goals. Formative assessment gives
teachers and students continuous feedback about how learning is progressing, and teachers can
use the evidence to make pedagogical shifts when necessary to further growth. The formative
assessment process is also useful for teaching students how to think about their own learning.
In California, the only mandatory summative assessment is the Smarter Balanced Assessment.

Assessment Practices That Make Sense For Students
According to Rick Stiggins (2015), formative
assessment is not a one-time event, but
instead an ongoing, day-to-day classroom
assessment process that gives students and
teachers the information they need to
understand what comes next in learning.
Formative assessment utilizes planning, a
thoughtful process for developing the right
questions, and a willingness on the educator's
part to listen to students and offer critical and
responsive feedback.

"Assessment entails carefully
designing situations (or asking
questions) so that the elicited
evidence can be connected to
critical components of domain
understanding"
R.E. Bennett (2011), p. 14

Learning Goals- "I UNDERSTAND"

Success Criteria- "I CAN"

1. Analyze the causes and effects of the
Civil War.

1. I can create a graphic organizer that effectively
compares and contrasts the effects of the Civil
War on the North and the South in regards to
economics, the lives of African-Americans,
education, agriculture, and technology.

2. Understand how slavery ended in the
United States

The Difference
Between Learning
Goals and Success
Criteria

2. I can explain how the Civil War affected the
North and the South after the war and what
groups of people were affected, including the
advent of carpetbaggers, and the migration of
blacks to the North.
3. I can describe in detail how slavery was
abolished during the Civil War and what
documents contributed to this.

IDEA
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Strategies for Eliciting Evidence
1. Conferencing- Set aside time during class to meet with your students and have a conference about
their project. Listen to what they have to say and ask clarifying questions. By listening to your
students talk about their product and process, you can help them take the next steps in the right
direction.
One way to organize conferencing is to have a schedule on the board for students to see. This gives
them a heads up for your discussion and they can mentally prepare to talk about their assignment
with you.
2. Tickets Out the Door- Whether you use post-its, or a digital program like Padlet, this strategy can
give you feedback at the end of your lesson about where your students are at on the learning
continuum. Ask your students a question that requires a response and is directly related to the
success criteria you have set out for them. Responses can be anonymous or you can ask them to put
their name down. After class, you can sort through the responses to determine what next steps are
needed for your students to meet the learning goals.
Tickets out the Door is a strategy that is used at the end of the lesson. The idea is that a student can
only leave if they have completed their "ticket out the door."
Some ideas include:
1. Write a response on a post-it and stick it on the door as they leave class.
2. Write their response on a post-card with their name and place it in a mailbox or box on your desk.
This way, students will feel more comfortable responding if they know no one else but you will see
their answer.

During the Formative Process,
the gradebook is CLOSED.
The Digital Library- A Free Resource for Teachers
The Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium has
a free, vetted resource for California teachers. The
Digital Library is available to all educators in
California and has lesson plans and resources to
support formative assessment. Additionally, there
are professional learning modules that have been
added to the library.

TO SIGN UP, GO TO:
https://sbdigitallibrary.org
Figure: Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium A Balanced
Assessment System Graphic, Digital Library Fact Sheet
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Consider PEER EDITING
as a revision strategy.
Students can exchange papers,
problems, and assignments,
and give each other feedback
based on the rubric or success
criteria. In order to keep
confidentiality, you can have
students either use their
student ID or a number instead
of their name on their paper. A
strategy in math would be to
have students solve a problem
on an index card. Then with a
partner, students will explain
the problem and how they
solved it.

The Power of Revision
"Anyone who
has never
made a
mistake, has
never tried
anything
new."
- Albert
Einstein

If students are expected to make progress
towards mastery of the standards, then we
need to teach students about the true power
of revision. Revision is a powerful tool. Think
about your lesson plans. When you teach a
lesson for the first time, does it go EXACTLY
the way you planned? Not usually. For most
teachers, they must make some changes
based off student feedback and response, and
they try it again with the next group or
possibly the next year. The more you present a
lesson, the better you get. Now think about
that same concept but in relation to your
students' learning. Students need
opportunities to revise their work so that they
can grow and improve. By allowing students
to correct mistakes, they will learn from them
and can therefore improve their product,
process, and content knowledge.

For more information on how to implement Peer
Editing, turn the page.

IDEA

Remember, formative assessment is considered a continuous,
minute-to-minute practice of constantly gathering evidence of
student learning and providing feedback so that students and the
educator know where students are at in terms of meeting the
success criteria and learning goals. There are many strategies
that work, but ultimately, formative assessment can be used at
any time and in a variety of ways.

By talking through the
problem, they use the critical
thinking skills and reasoning
that is required of the Common
Core math standards, and this
also allows for additional
verbal processing. Finally,
talking it through with a peer,
enables students to give each
other feedback and determine
what they need to fix their
mistakes under the guise of
anonymity.

How do I Interpret Evidence?
Data is only useful if we do something with that information. How will you interpret student
learning to make the necessary pedagogical decisions? Think back to the success criteria. Where
on the continuum of learning has a student made progress towards that goal?
Success
Criteria Met
Need Additional
Background
Knowledge

The point of formative assessment is that it can be a minute-to-minute process in the classroom.
The cycle does not take place over a certain period of time. When you walk into a classroom
where formative assessment is taking place, you will observe it happening potentially the entire
time.
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What Formative Assessment Does and
Doesn't Look Like
What It Could Look Like
Academic vocabulary – shades of meaning. Students using a sorting activity to physically place
their words on a continuum using post-its. Then they share their continuum lines and if the
students have a disagreement, they have to defend why whether or not they need to move their
word. After they defend their decision, the other student either agrees or disagrees.
As they discuss their continuums, the teacher walks around and is asking open-ended questions
to students. At one point, he asks a student to get out their sketchpad from earlier in the week
and review what they drew about each synonym.

Good Formative Assessment...
Takes place during
the learning
process

Allows teachers to
adjust instruction

Informs both
teachers and
students

Involves students

Cannot be separated
from the instructional
process
Increases student
engagement and
motivation

What It Doesn't Look Like
The teacher is giving every student a short quiz on the vocabulary words for the week and their
synonyms. The students have been studying the words every day in class for 10 minutes by
themselves on their flashcards.
As you can see from both examples, there is a clear distinction between giving feedback and not
giving feedback. In the second example, there hasn’t been any opportunity for a teacher to truly
observe the progress of her student’s in learning their vocabulary words. By studying them quietly,
there is no opportunity for them to get feedback from their teacher or their peers either. At the end
of this activity, a summative assessment is given to gauge their learning and a grade is given. By
using this practice, the teacher has missed out on an hour of instruction where formative
assessment could have been used with students to assist them.

Additionally, It Is Not...
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A common assessment like a
spelling test.

An end-of unit test

An assessment of
learning

Meant to be put in the
gradebook

IDEA

The Smarter Balanced Assessment
Teachers can review the grade-level targets in Appendix B of the Smarter Balanced Assessments to
align their instruction to the expected outcomes of learning. The goal is not to “teach to the test,”
but to understand the growth model and critical thinking skills represented in the new assessments.
CTA recognizes that the Smarter Balanced assessment should not be the only piece of data that
teachers review to assess student learning.
There are four Smarter Balanced Assessment Claims for ELA/Literacy and Math, and each has
targets that provide evidence to support each claim. The following tables show the four claims in
ELA and Mathematics (Figures 3 and 4).
Figure 3: Smarter Balanced Assessment Claims, English Language Arts

English Language Arts
Claim 1: Reading

Claim 2: Writing

“Students can read closely and
analytically to comprehend a range of
increasingly complex literary and
informational texts.”

“Students can produce effective and wellgrounded writing for a range of purposes
and audiences.”

Claim 3: Speaking and Listening
“Students can employ effective speaking
and listening skills for a range of
purposes and audiences.”

Claim 4: Research/Inquiry
“Students can engage in research and
inquiry to investigate topics, and to
analyze, integrate, and present
information.”

Figure 4: Smarter Balanced Assessment Claims, Mathematics

Mathematics
Claim 1: Concepts and Procedures

Claim 2: Problem Solving

“Students can explain and apply mathematical
concepts and interpret and carry out
mathematical procedures with precision and
fluency.”

“Students can solve a range of complex wellposed problems in pure and applied
mathematics, making productive use of
knowledge and problem solving strategies.”

Claim 3: Communicating Reasoning

Claim 4: Modeling and Data Analysis

“Students can clearly and precisely
construct viable arguments to support their
own reasoning and to critique the reasoning
of others.”

“Students can analyze complex, real-world
scenarios and can construct and use
mathematical models to interpret and solve
problems.”

To look at the Smarter Balanced Appendix B go to:
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/12/ELA-LiteracyContent-Specifications.pdf
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What You Should Know About
the Smarter Balanced
Assessment and Students Who
Need Additional Supports
You have a right to...
Choose "designated supports" for
any child that might need that
support on the assessment. Parents
can also ask for a designated
support. Students do not need a
504 or IEP for universal tools and
designated supports.
Make a decision on an IEP that best
suits the child's needs. This means
that if the IEP team decides the
alternate assessment is the best
option for that child, the district
cannot make you change that later
if they are concerned about the
high numbers of students taking the
alternate assessment.

The Smarter Balanced assessment
uses the principles of Universal
Design for Learning (UDL) within the
assessment. UDL is key in the design
of SBAC because this means that
ANY approved supports used by
students on the Smarter Balanced
assessment WILL NOT change the
construct for students.
This has eliminated the need for an
alternate assessment for the majority
of students with IEPs in California.
Additionally, accommodations and
universal supports are available to all
students based on varying factors
and degrees, including but not
limited to teacher/parent decision,
IEP team decisions, and in the case of
the universal supports, access for all
students.

Supports for Students with
Disabilities on the SBAC
Accommodations (A) must be permitted on
CAASPP tests to all eligible students if specified in
the student’s IEP or Section 504 plan.

Designated supports are available to all students
when determined for use by an educator or team
of educators (with parent/guardian and student
input, as appropriate) or specified in the student’s
individualized education program (IEP) or Section
504 plan.

Universal tools (U) are available to
all students on the basis of student
preference and selection
UDAs can be EMBEDDED or NON-EMBEDDED. The
use of UDAs DOES NOT invalidate test scores or
change the nature of the assessment.
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Is there a 1% cap on how
many students in a district can
take the alternate assessment?

NO.
There is a statewide cap only. Starting
next year, LEAs will be required to notify
the state that they are above the 1%
CAP before they finish their testing. This
advance notice allows the state
educational agency to ask for a federal
waiver if they anticipate going over the
1% cap.

1%

The Bottom Line:
The IEP team makes the decision on what is most suitable
for each child. Statewide caps do not affect IEP team
decisions.
If you are asked to change an IEP based on this cap, notify
your site rep and share this memo with them. You can also
find more information at:
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/tg/ai/caasppmatrix1.asp

Want to Know More?
Where do I find
information on the
SBAC supports?

The Matrix One is the California State Board of Education approved
accessibility resources document for CAASPP testing. The Matrix One should
be used in conjunction with the Smarter Balanced Usability, Accessibility and
Accommodations Guidelines, a reference to obtain details on the
recommended use of each of the resources.
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/tg/ai/caasppmatrix1.asp

How do I make a
request for a
support?

Should the student require an accessible resource that is not listed on Matrix
One, use the unlisted resources request form in the Test Operations
Management System and view the Requesting an Unlisted Resource Tutorial on
how to make a request.
Tutorial Link: http://www.caaspp.org/rsc/videos/archived-training_requestingunlisted-resource.2017.html
TOMS Link: http://www.caaspp.org/rsc/videos/archived-training_requestingunlisted-resource.2017.html
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What if my students
begins a test without
the required
accessibility resources?

The test administrator should inform the test site coordinator to complete a
Security and Test Administration Incident Reporting System (STAIRS) report.
Then, the test site coordinator may file an appeal to reset the test. When
approved, the test site coordinator needs to enter the appropriate resources.
STAIRS report Link: http://www.caaspp.org/rsc/pdfs/CAASPP.stairs-appealsguide.2016-17.pdf

Are there video
tutorials I can
watch to learn
more?

Video tutorials are available to preview the embedded designated supports
and accommodations and can be found at the Embedded Universal Tools,
Designated Supports, and Accommodations Video Tutorials Web page.
For other accessibility resources, please visit CAASPP Student Accessibility
Resources and Test Settings Web page and CDE 2016-17 CA Student
Assessment Accessibility Web page at
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/tg/ca/accesssupportitems.asp.

WHAT ARE THEY?

The California Frameworks

Show what classroom instruction looks like
with the California Standards

Provide ideas for
supporting different
learners

Provide guidance for educators and
text-book publishers

Address the
standards and
what they look like

Show how to integrate
technology effectively

Topics Covered in the ELA/ELD Frameworks Include:
Grade Level Content and Pedagogical Considerations
Access and Equity
Implementation of High-Quality Instruction
Assessment Practices
21st Century Learning & Technology
Instructional Materials

for
Tips ing In
Digg

Do's

1. Start with your grade level or area of
interest first.
2. Use the frameworks during Professional
Learning Community (PLC) and collaboration
time. They can be a guide for you and your
peers to go deeper into content and
pedagogy.
3. Read the chapters on Access and Equity
and Universal Access. There are many
strategies for working with English Learners
and Students with Disabilities (SWDs) that
can be useful to any teacher.
4. Share suggestions and examples with
paraprofessionals.

Don'ts
1. Don't read the frameworks from front to
back.
2. Don't forget to share the frameworks
with other educators.

IDEA

The fram
best evideworks were writ
and show ence-based res ten using the
using the examples of wh earch available
like insid California Standat instruction
e the cla
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nce.
The Histo
also recory-Social Scienc
literacy, gnize the import e frameworks
skills in s analysis, and ess ance of building
tudents.
ential rea
ding

Use the
frameworks
to
guide your
instruction.

You can find ALL of the Curriculum
Frameworks on the California Department
of Education website here:
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/cr/cf/allfwks.asp
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English Language Arts
Despite the fact that the California Standards have been adopted for eight years, there is still a
need for more professional development in the area of literacy. With the California Standards,
literacy has become a responsibility shared by ALL teachers. The California Subject Matter Project,
https://csmp.ucop.edu/, has nine specialized subject matter areas that focus on high-quality
professional development and promotes teacher leadership through their projects. For example,
the California Reading & Literature project not only focuses on early literacy skills, but they also
provide workshops for secondary teachers whose subject matter is not English Language Arts.

INFORMATIONAL
TEXT

EVIDENCE FROM
TEXT

TEXT COMPLEXITY

Building knowledge
through content-rich
nonfiction

Reading, writing, and
speaking grounded in
evidence from texts,
both literary and
informational

Regular practice with
complex texts and their
academic language

Figure 6: English Language Arts and Literacy Instructional Shifts, Common Core State Standards

Making the Shi t
One idea is to find text excerpts or stories that:
- fit in with students’ reading abilities
- fit in with other content students are learning
- fit in with student interests.
Pair science fiction with scientific text
Pair historical nonfiction pieces with fiction to offer different perspectives
Use culturally relevant literature and stories that are of interest to your students.
Use cross-curricular connections such as the way science discoveries affect history and the way
social changes impact science.
A unit on genetics might explain how hemophilia in the family of Tsar Nicholas II of Russia (through
the influence of the controversial spiritual healer Rasputin) helped Bolshevik revolutionaries topple
the world’s largest monarchy and create the first communist nation. Another lesson might explain
how soot from British factories during the Industrial Revolution caused phenotype adaptations in
the peppered moth—leading to an insect version of city and country cousins. (Lesson idea from Pia
Vanmeter, teacher at Martin Luther King High School, Riverside)
When teaching text analysis, use simple strategies. At the end of a unit on Ray Bradbury’s short
story, “The Long Rain” Instead of answering the question, “What is the author’s theme?”, students
could be given the theme and then asked to identify evidence from the text that showed how the
characters’ actions reflected the theme. Using this type of strategy can still engage students in
critical thinking without modifying expectations.
As a way to provide a more authentic summative assessment, students could create a board game
and develop questions and answers that enable players to advance based on their knowledge of
the story.
Reading analysis that works two ways: Choose text that can also be used as an exemplary example
of writing for students.
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English Language Development
The CA ELD standards support the ELA Literacy Standards instruction in the classroom. Meant as
a foundation, the ELD standards provide access to the skills needed for language acquisition, and
access and engagement with the CA CCSS and content standards for English Learners. The
literature from the state is very clear that the ELD standards were not meant to be used in
isolation from the other CA CCSS during academic content instruction. They are also intended to
meet the needs of both native language literacy and long-term English learners. An excellent
resource is the Understanding Language website which you can find in the Resources section of
this document.

INFORMATIONAL
TEXT

IDEA
Figure: Focus areas of
ELA/Literacy Instruction,
ELA/ELD CA Frameworks

The focus on literacy in Science and
Social Science offers an opportunity
for teachers to integrate interesting
subject matters to students into their
English instruction. The example on
the following page shows how to
integrate Science, Literacy, and
Technology while focusing on
informational text, content-related
vocabulary, and explanatory writing
through a lesson called,

ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE

ARGUMENTATION &
EVIDENCE-BUILDING

ACADEMIC
CONVERSATIONS

OPPORTUNITY FOR
CROSS- CURRICULAR
INSTRUCTION

CONTENT-RELATED
VOCABULARY

INFORMATIVE/
EXPLANATORY
WRITING

What Kind of Living Things Are There?

To see the teacher
example, scan the
QR code

Writing Tools
No 1
www.readwritethink.org

This website features
lesson plans, interacties,
graphic organizers, and
teacher resources for
literacy in grades K-12.

No 2
https://storybird.com/

This website allows
students to create digital
books with different types
of artwork. Books can later
be printed as pdfs for a
small charge or ordered
as an actual book.

No 3
www.padlet.com

Set up padlet as a center
for younger grades or use
it as a brainstorm tool.
Students can access it
from any device and share
photos, text, articles, etc.

Sample Lesson Plans
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What Kind of Living Things Are There?, 2nd grade writing lesson, https://goo.gl/nqC211
Martin Luther King Jr., 3rd grade ELA/Social Studies lesson, https://goo.gl/GDaP94

IDEA

Websites We Like For Literacy!
These websites can help with literacy integration and have great tools for the
classroom. For a more comprehensive list of our resources, go to the Resources
section of this booklet.

http://wordgen.serpmedia.org/
This websites features free
materials, videos, and strategies for
academic language and vocabulary
development.

http://education.weebly.com
Integrate writing and research into
your curriculum by having students
create their own websites or blogs.

www.docsteach.org
Working with middle or high school
students and primary source documents?
Docsteach features primary sources from
the National Archives and has interactive
literacy activities for students.

IDEA

http://newsela.com
This websites allows educators to
set the lexile level for articles on a
wide range of topics, from Science
and Math to History. You can also
get some of the text in Spanish.

www.readingquest.org
This website features reading strategies
for Social Studies and has easy to use
graphic organizers that work well for
learners in most age groups.

http://ell.stanford.edu/
This website features "language, literacy
and learning for the content areas". They
have a performance task bank and free
professional development as well.
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Building a Stairway for
Learning
Using the Spirals in the Classroom
The organization of the California Standards
enables teachers to see the developmental
learning expected of students as they
progress from kindergarten through 12th
grade. The strands show how students start
with the basic understanding of content,
concepts and skills in the primary grades;
deepen conceptual knowledge and develop
abstract thinking in the middle grades; and
refine their ability to connect, synthesize and
apply information during their high school
years. To help teachers track the sequencing
of the English Language Arts standards,
CTA’s IPD Department has condensed each
K-12 progression into a one-page graphic
(see example in Figure 15). These spirals of
learning were designed to reveal the
structure, content and evolution of the
standards and are based on a model
developed by education author Douglas B.
Reeves and are designed to reveal the
structure, content and evolution of the
standards. (Reeves, 2014).
The spirals help teachers know what to
expect when students enter their grade level
and what skills they should carry with them
to subsequent grades. Teachers should plan
for differentiated instruction because not all
students will be ready for the more rigorous
learning reflected in the Common Core.
Special Education teachers can use the CTA
spirals to help see where students lined up
on the learning spectrum. In particular, the
spirals can be used to set IEP goals for their
students. It really helps to look at where
students are supposed to be and where they
are now.
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Figure: Excerpt from the CTA English Language Arts Spiral Progressions

To download the CTA English Language Arts and Technology Spiral Progressions, go to
http://cta.org/ipd.
The Riverside County Office of Education has developed Math SBAC Claims, Targets, and
Standards Spirals for the California Math Standards. For more information, go
to http://bit.ly/2nQ5dwr.
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Mathematics
The biggest shift in the California State Standards for mathematics can perhaps best be summed
up in the adage, “less is more.” In an effort to revamp the American approach to mathematics
instruction, which has been roundly criticized for being “a mile wide and an inch deep, the
architects of the Common Core mathematics framework chose a unified design that has three
major areas of concentration (see Figure 8).
The Common Core standards for mathematics are organized by grade level in Grades K–8 and by
conceptual category (number and quantity, algebra, functions, geometry, modeling and probability
and statistics) at the high school level (See Figure 9 on the previous page). Daro, McCallum and
Zimba (2012) caution that “fragmenting the standards into individual standards, or individual bits
of standards, erases all these relationships and produces a sum of parts that is decidedly less than
the whole. The pieces are designed to fit together, and the standards document fits them together,
presenting a coherent whole” with connections within grades and the flows of ideas across
grades. To address the new standards for math, teachers must focus on developing students’
conceptual understanding of mathematical practices instead of just showing them how to solve
problems and then practice getting the right answer.

FOCUS
Greater focus on fewer
topics

COHERENCE

RIGOR

Integration across
grades & subject areas

Conceptual
understanding,
procedural skills and
fluency, and application
with equal intensity

Figure 8: Mathematical Instructional Shifts, Common Core State Standards

In addition, the California Standards emphasize fewer math standards so teachers can engage in the
topics in greater depth as they move across disciplines. Like a staircase, the standards are built on a
model of progressions. Rather than emphasizing discrete topics or tasks, teachers should build on
students’ prior knowledge of concepts and continue developing their fluency in applying those
concepts to a wide range of mathematical problems. According to Phil Daro, Bill McCallum and Jason
Zimba in their blog post titled, The Structure is the Standards (2012):
Standards are a bit like the growth chart in a doctor’s office: they provide a reference point, but no
child follows the chart exactly. By the same token, standards provide a chart against which to
measure growth in children’s knowledge. For example, the properties of operations, learned first for
simple whole numbers, then in later grades extended to fractions, play a central role in understanding
operations with negative numbers, expressions with letters and later still the study of polynomials. As
the application of the properties is extended over the grades, an understanding of how the properties
of operations work together should deepen and develop into one of the most fundamental insights
into algebra.
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Standards for
Mathematical Practices
1. Make sense of problems and perservere through
them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatevely
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the
reasoning of others.
4. Model with mathematics.

The Standards for
Mathematical Practices
provide the context for
students to deepen
their mathematics
abilities and
understanding.

5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
7. Look for and make use of structure.
8. Look for and express regularity in repeated
reasoning.

What Educators Need to Know
The standards for mathematical practice is the "lens through which students demonstrate
their mathematical proficiency with the mathematics content standards". Students develop
and refine these 8 practices as they progress through elementary and middle school, with
an expectation that they can demonstrate mastery by the end of grade eleven. Each
practice is designed to allow students to make sense of mathematics as they work with
the content. As the math content becomes more difficult across grade spans, students are
required to apply these same 8 mathematical practices at a higher level of maturity,
application, and conceptual understanding. The focus is now on students doing the sense
making and applying mathematics in real world contexts.
It is important for teachers to focus on both the instructional piece that incorporates the
practices, and that of assessment where the claims are designed to evaluate what
students “can do” with the math. Connecting the two components of instruction and
assessment are the California Mathematics Content standards.
Teachers should make every effort to train students to turn the mathematical practices
into “I Can” statements, demonstrating their ability to apply these practices to any math
content, and in turn build upon their mathematical competency. Teachers can facilitate the
development of these “habits of mind” by implementing math tasks that focus on different
practices.
The key shifts in mathematics: focus, coherence, and rigor has changed mathematics
instruction. The role of the teacher is that of a facilitator, with the charge to empower
students to engage with the mathematics, problem solve, develop mathematical fluency,
and ultimately become “mathematical thinkers”.
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Claim #1- Concepts
and Procedures
Students can explain
and apply
mathematical concepts
and interpret and carry
out mathematical
procedures with
precision and fluency.

Claim #2- Problem
Solving
Students can solve a
range of complex wellposed problems in pure
and applied
mathematics, making
productive use of
knowledge and problem
solving strategies.

Claim #3Communicating
Reasoning
Students can clearly
and precisely
construct viable
arguments to support
their own reasoning
and to critique the
reasoning of others.

Claim #4- Modeling
and Data Analysis
Students can analyze
complex, real-world
scenarios and can
construct and use
mathematical models
to interpret and solve
problems

Can YOU
TIE the
Mathematical
Practices
to the
SBAC
Claims?

YES!
YES!

YES!

Decisions that Drive Curricular Practices
What types of
models can
my students
use to explore
How might my
this
students
standard?
reason
abstractly
and
quantatively?
What should my
students be
looking for when
they look for and
make use of
structure?

What types of
tools would be
appropriate
for students
to use
strategically?

STANDARD

What
supports will
I use to show
students
how to
attend to
precision?

Grade 6: Understanding ratios and proportions:
Understand the concept of a ratio and use ratio language
to describe a ratio relationship between two quantities.
For example, "The ratio of wings to beaks in the bird
house at the zoo was 2:1, because for every 2 wings
there was 1 beak." "For every vote candidate A received,
candidate C received nearly three votes."

How will
students
attend to
precision?

What
opportunities
can I provide
for students to
look for and
express
regularity in
repeated
reasoning?

The answers to these questions drive
how students will engage with the
Content Standards in your classroom.
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Figure 9: Mathematical Content Domains (K-8) and Conceptual Categories (Higher
Mathematics) from the California Mathematics Frameworks

“Standards are a bit
like the growth chart
in a doctor’s office:
they provide a
reference point, but
no child follows the
chart exactly. By the
same token,
standards provide a
chart against which
to measure growth
in children’s
knowledge,”

Websites We Like For Mathematics!

http://padlet.com
Padlet is a free website
that is like a virtual board
with sticky notes. You can
use it for online
discussions,
brainstorming, flipped
learning, and more.
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www.powtoon.com
This free website allows
students to create their
own animated
presentations. The
website has templates
and suggestions to help
for easy use.

https://getkahoot.com/.com
This website motivates
students through
questioning and timed
challenges.

Designing Instruction
for Every Learner
One of the biggest shifts in the California educational system in the last few years has been the
change from teaching modified standards and giving modified assessments, to giving equal
instructional access to all learners. With a greater demand placed on students to go deeper into
skillsets, sometimes for educators it can feel like they have lost some of their students along the
way. It has become increasingly important to use evidence-based practices in the general
education classroom. Additionally, state and federal mandates from the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), require classroom instruction to be individualized for learners
who receive special education services. It is more important than ever for teachers to receive
training in evidence-based practices that benefit the increasingly diverse student population.
One such theory, Universal Design for Learning, utilizes neuroscience as the basis for the
accommodations and instructional practices that benefit all students.
Figure: Universal Design for Learning, California Teachers Association, based on the UDL guidelines, www.udlcenter.org
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Why Universal Design for Learning?
The Common Core State Standards Initiative emphasizes that all students need equal access to the new
standards. Below is an excerpt from the CCSS "Application to Students With Disabilities":
In order for students with disabilities to meet high academic standards and to fully demonstrate their
conceptual and procedural knowledge and skills in mathematics, reading, writing, speaking and
listening (English language arts), their instruction must incorporate supports and accommodations,
including:
• supports and related services designed to meet the unique needs of these students and to enable their
access to the general education curriculum (IDEA 34 CFR §300.34, 2004).
• An Individualized Education Program (IEP) which includes annual goals aligned with and chosen to
facilitate their attainment of grade-level academic standards.
• Teachers and specialized instructional support personnel who are prepared and qualified to deliver
high-quality, evidence-based, individualized instruction and support services.
Promoting a culture of high expectations for all students is a
fundamental goal of the Common Core State
Standards. In order to participate with success in the general
curriculum, students with disabilities, as appropriate, may be
provided additional supports and services, such as:
• Instructional supports for learning― based on the principles of
Universal Design for Learning (UDL) ―which foster student
engagement by presenting information in multiple ways and
allowing for diverse avenues of action and expression.
• Instructional accommodations (Thompson, Morse, Sharpe & Hall,
2005) ―changes in materials or procedures― which do not
change the standards but allow students to learn within the
framework of the Common Core.
• Assistive technology devices and services to ensure access to the
general education curriculum and the Common Core State
Standards.
Some students with the most significant cognitive disabilities will
require substantial supports and accommodations to have
meaningful access to certain standards in both instruction and
assessment, based on their communication and academic needs.
These supports and accommodations should ensure that students
receive access to multiple means of learning and opportunities to
demonstrate knowledge, but retain the rigor and high expectations
of the Common Core State Standards.
To read more about the application of the Common Core State
Standards to students with disabilities, go to
http://www.corestandards.org/assets/application-to-studentswith-disabilities.pdf

All Students Need:
HIGH EXPECTATIONS
SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING
TECHNOLOGY SKILLS
MOTIVATION &
ENGAGEMENT
MULTIPLE WAYS TO LEARN
STUDENT CHOICE
COMMUNICATION &
SOCIAL SKILLS

It is essential that all
students have equal
access to core curriculum.

By utilizing principles of Universal Design for Learning in classroom
instruction, teachers can provide better access to the curriculum to all
students, without watering down their coursework. In addition, teachers do
not need the permission of the IEP to implement UDL.
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What is Universal Design for Learning?
The principles of Universal Design for learning show that there are three different networks in the brain
that are responsible for learning (See figure 13). Below is a diagram of the CAST UDL Guidelines (2011) that
shows what each network is responsible for, and the general types of options to provide for students in
order to overcome the difficulties in these areas.
For a comprehensive list and explanation of each principle and it's checkpoints, go to:
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines.

Affective
Networks

Recognition
Networks

Strategic
Networks

Provide options for recruiting
interest

Provide options for physical
action.

Provide options for
perception.

Provide options for
sustaining effort and
persistence

Provide options for
expression and
communication

Provide options for language,
mathematical expressions,
and symbols

Provide options for selfregulation

Provide options for executive
functioning

Provide options for
comprehension.

Integrating UDL into instruction benefits all students. The four main areas that the principles focus on are:

Learning
Goals

Assessment

Methods

Curricular
Materials

Learning Goals
Students need clear-cut goals that explicitly show what is
expected of them BUT still allow for flexibility and student
choice.
Use language that ALL students understand
Break up large goals into smaller ones.
Provide models and examples of the end product or the steps
along the way.

Want More?

To get our full list of
resources on UDL, click the
link below to go to our
digital binder
at: http://bit.ly/2GufI0S

Write your goal with a specific outcome in mind.

IDEA #19

Determine which UDL strategic network is central to the
standard.
Provide options for executive functioning- checklists, use bold
print or lines to physically break up the information.
Use "I CAN" statements.

Assessment
Processes like formative assessment involve students in the learning
process and can be informative for the student and teacher alike.
Assessments can also be created to utilize UDL practices. A good
example of this is the Smarter Balanced Assessment. For example, the
ability to use spellcheck, highlight, and manipulate items on the test are
all UDL strategies.

What barriers do your
students face in terms of
meeting their learning
goals?
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Instructional Strategies
One instructional strategy that works well for students and is known by most teachers is the "I Do, We Do,
You Do" approach. First the instructor models the strategy or learning expectation, then lets the class
practice, before finally releasing students as they demonstrate independence. This strategy provides
additional support to the students who need scaffolding. Another strategy that works well with students is
to model the thinking that one would use during a process. For example, if you are teaching students to find
the evidence to support a claim or graphing linear equations, think aloud for students as you do the process
yourself. This helps students get better at critical thinking skills, especially when it is not as innate for some
students as it is for others.
Figure 11: Universal Design for Learning, California Teachers Association, Based on the
Universal Design for Learning guidelines, udlcenter.org
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are engaged
How students
process information
How students
acquire knowledge
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Curricular Materials

There are many ways to change the way students interact with curricular materials in the classroom.
Here are just some examples of ways to alter materials:
Bold text
Font size (14 is ideal)
Type of font
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Text-to-speech
Speech-to-text

Creating boxes or shading to break
up content on directions

Closed captioning for videos
options to replace auditory or
visual information

Allowing students to use highlighters for specific
purposes (i.e. highlight the character traits,
highlight the evidence)

Tactile learning experiences such as
physical models in Science and Math or in
younger grades during reading time.

How do I use UDL in my lesson planning?
Know Your Students
What are barriers to learning for the students in your classroom?
Language? Attention? Reading difficulties? Do you have students that
need large print? What does their IEP say? Do you have students with
needs beyond or without an IEP or 504? It's more than okay to address
those students' learning needs too.
You need to know more than just the accommodations for a student with
an IEP. What kind of processing difficulties do they have? If you don't
know, you can find out from your school psychologist or look at their
records in their last triennial. It is important to know how students process
information so that you can add supports for learning into your
instructional practices.
Additionally, knowing your students' interests and strengths are also
important. You can use this information to create assignments that engage
and motivate the learners in your classroom.

Plan Instructional Supports
Now that you have identified your students' needs, how will you provide
supports within the context of your classroom to make up for learning
barriers? Here are two resources to help you out:
1. UDL Center Guidelineshttp://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines- click on the guidelines
to get a detailed description of what the supports look like and even
review the resources that they have linked.
2. CTA UDL Resources- See the Resources section: This spreadsheet
shows you how to use strategies and website resources through the lens
of UDL.
Students do not need an IEP or 504 to get accommodations in the
classroom. Universal Design provides those supports without changing
your curriculum or learning expectations.

Integrate Supports Into Your Instruction
Here's what it looks like:
Students are reading a primary source document in their 6th grade
classroom. The teacher has broken up the information so that there is
background information in the first column, the primary source in the 2nd
column, and a blank column on the far right where students will eventually
summarize or say what the document means. (See our example on the
next page). As students read through the primary source multiple times,
they will read through each time with a specific task and purpose in mind.
This helps students focus as well as providing opportunities for formative
assessment and conversation about the text. Students are then prompted
to answer a question and write their answers on a sentence strip.
Eventually through the exercise, the students have written a thorough
paragraph that includes evidence to support their responses.
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Here is where students will
eventually summarize or
explain what the text means.
This document format allows
students to interact with the
text better and breaks up the
information.

Background helps
students understand the
context of the primary
source. You could also
show a video clip in
addition to reading this
information.

Here the instructions are
separate from the text. They
are broken up step-by-step.
By interacting with the text,
you are making this more
accessible to students who
need the additional help with
analysis.
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IDEA

Photos of the writing
activity with educators at
the 2016 ILC Summer
Conference
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1

A great people has been moved to defend a great
nation. Terrorist attacks can shake the
foundations of our biggest buildings, but they
cannot touch the foundation of America. These
acts shattered steel, but they cannot dent the steel
of American resolve.
America was targeted for attack because we're
the brightest beacon for freedom and opportunity
in the world. And no one will keep that light from
shining.

THE PRESIDENT: Good evening. Today, our fellow
citizens, our way of life, our very freedom came
under attack in a series of deliberate and deadly
terrorist acts. The victims were in airplanes, or in
their of栀ces; secretaries, businessmen and
women, military and federal workers; moms and
dads, friends and neighbors. Thousands of lives
were suddenly ended by evil, despicable acts of
terror.
The pictures of airplanes 猀ying into buildings, 栀res
burning, huge structures collapsing, have 栀lled us
with disbelief, terrible sadness, and a quiet,
unyielding anger. These acts of mass murder were
intended to frighten our nation into chaos and
retreat. But they have failed; our country is strong.

8:30 P.M.

September 11, 2001

Primary Source

Source: History.com Staff (2010). 9/11 Attacks. Accessed on May 11, 2016 at http://www.history.com/topics/9-11-attacks

This attack on the United States
was a shock to the country.1

Over 3,000 people were killed during
the attacks including 400 police
of栀cers and 栀re栀ghters.

On September 11, 2001, the United
States was directly attacked by
Islamic extremist groups in New
York City, and the Pentagon in
Washington D.C. The attacks were
made by al-Qaeda terrorists. They
hijacked four airliners; 猀ying two
into the towers of the World Trade
Center in New York City, one plane
into the Pentagon outside of
Washington D.C., and the fourth
plane crashed in Pennsylvania in
part because the passengers on the
plane fought back against the
hijackers.

Background Information
What It Says

STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH IN HIS ADDRESS TO THE NATION
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How is George Bush positive about America in his speech?
➔ Use evidence to support your response and write one sentence to support your point of view on the sentence strips provided.
➔ Why does this topic matter? Write a response on your sentence strip.

Text-Based Questions: Sentence Strip Activity

1. Circle words that you do not understand or know the meaning of. (We will share out as a group)
2. Highlight words or phrases that are repeated in the text.
➔ Share the words you found with your group. Change your answers if needed.
3. Underline phrases that describe America in a positive way.
➔ 4. Share with your group
4. Draw a square around actions that George Bush says he or the government is taking.
➔ Share with your group.
5. Summarize each paragraph in the column to the right.

Close Reading Instructions:

Today, our nation saw evil, the very worst of
human nature. And we responded with the best of
America—with the daring of our rescue workers,
with the caring for strangers and neighbors who
came to give blood and help in any way they
could.
Immediately following the 栀rst attack, I
implemented our government's emergency
response plans. Our military is powerful, and it's
prepared. Our emergency teams are working in
New York City and Washington, D.C. to help with
local rescue efforts.
Our 栀rst priority is to get help to those who have
been injured, and to take every precaution to
protect our citizens at home and around the world
from further attacks.

Technology to Support
All Learners
Using tools to redefine tasks and build student skillsets
The use of technology and media in the California State Standards is integral. As you can see
below, even in the primary grades, there is an explicit demand for technology use by students.
Figure 10: What will students do? Grades K-5, Figure created by K. Taylor using data from the Common Core State Standards.

Figure 11, What are students interacting with? Grades K-5, Figure created by K. Taylor using data from the Common Core
State Standards.
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Technology Skills Defined
The California ELA/ELD frameworks outline the technology skills that are woven into
the College and Career Anchor Standards and CA CCSS for ELA/Literacy. We took
the skills that are outlined, and categorized them by type of skill needed as you see
below.

Basic Skills
use the internet
use search tools
use keyboarding skills

Creation

Interaction
engage with digital text,
including animations &
interactive elements on
web pages

produce digital text

use digital media,
including textual,
graphical, audio, visual,
and interactive elements

interpret and
produce
multimedia
presentations

use electronic menus
consult digital reference
materials
There are additional technology skills outlined in the California English Learner Development
Standards.

Interaction
view multimedia
use communicative
technology to interact
with others
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Creation
use technology for
publishing
use technology to
develop graphics

Guiding Your Decision-Making
By integrating technology into daily, weekly, and/or monthly activities, students will
get an invaluable opportunity to practice the multitude of computer skills needed for
college and career readiness and even the Smarter Balanced Assessment. All
students can benefit from motivational activities on the computer or tablet.
Students with expressive language delays or autism can benefit from using online
IDEA
discussion boards and learning management systems because these tools allow
them to communicate more effectively through writing. Blogging and video
confessionals provide greater opportunities for students to self-reflect.
If you aren't using technology, ask your colleagues what they are using with their students. For
example, another grade level teacher could have already taught their students to use a
presentation website called Prezi. If you both have some of the same students, you could use the
same software with them, and they (the students) would already be an expert, thereby, eliminating
time in your class spent on teaching a new program. Students need to see that their teachers
value technology and that technology skills can transfer to all subjects.
When integrating technology into the classroom, use the SAMR model (Figure 1), to guide your
plans. The SAMR model, created by Dr. Ruben R. Puentadura, helps educators think about the
purpose of instructional technology. The SAMR model guides them through the process of
determining how technology will enhance the learning experience for students and teachers.
District decision-making teams should also use this as a tool when making decisions about
technology purchases.
As you can see from the chart below, technology can be used to act as a substitute, augmentation,
modification, or redefinition of a task. When technology is used as a substitution, there is no real
perceived benefit to using the tool for the student. It is through the process of moving towards
redefinition, that students benefit the most from the use of technology.

Figure: The SAMR Model, Dr. Puentadura, Ph. D. (2012)
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Where Are You on the
Continuum of Using Technology?
Educators reading this document may be at various stages in their career and in their proficiency
with technology. The ideas you get in this handbook can be shared with your fellow teachers. From
a beginner's standpoint, it is always better to start with one strategy and go from there. Do not be
afraid to F.A.I.L.
Teacher Danesa Menge, from Oakdale Unified, says, "Whether it is Google Docs, TodaysMeet,
SMART Notebook, Padlet, Nearpod, whatever, choose one and go for it full out. It may be great! You
and your students may love it, or you may fall flat on your face. But that is okay! We as teachers
need to take our successes and failures and model each to our students. F.A.I.L= First. Attempt. In.
Learning. We can't truly learn without mistakes. So if something didn't work, try another and build
your tech repertoire as you learn. Your students will learn the value of mistakes and perseverance
in this process as well."
I love it and I
can't get
enough.

It scares me.
I'm not
interested in
using it.

I like it
somewhat and
am happy with
what I'm doing.

Think back to the SAMR model. How does that model apply to your own teaching? If you are not
currently using much if any technology, is there one lesson or activity you do that go be augmented
or reimagined by using tech? The SAMR model need not only apply to student learning. So where
are you on the continuum above?

Consider This!
I love it and I
can't get
enough.

I like it somewhat
and am happy with
what I'm doing.

It scares me.

I'm not interested in
using it.
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How are you sharing what you're doing with other educators at your
site and within your district? How can you respond to teachers who do
not feel the same way as you about technology? How can you
collaborate with others who may not be at the same level on the
continuum as you?
Have you considered trying one new tool this year? How would your
students benefit if you tried something new? What is preventing you
from wanting to integrate more technology? How can your peers assist
you?
Think about the beliefs your fear is based upon. Now think about your
students when they try something new. How do they feel? What
strategies do you use to help them overcome their fears? Consider
trying something new that is fairly risk-free.
What is preventing you from using technology? Is it lack of resources?
Lack of training? Is it your grade level? What are other teachers at your
site doing with technology? Who is a go-to person that you feel
comfortable asking for some ideas?

Ideas for
Your
Classroom
Using Video Tools
Get students engaged with the content in an interactive way.
Students love videos. They provide sound, narration, animations, reenactments,
and in general give students a different type of experience than looking at a
textbook. There are ways to use videos to go even deeper into the content or to
gain more knowledge from students to be used in a formative way. Here are three
video tools that each have a positive use for the classroom:
Edpuzzle- create quizzes, insert questions, insert narration, and create video clips
in one easy to use tool and send it to all of your students.
Videonot.es- Students can watch a video and when they pause it to take notes,
they can take notes in a special side bar that time stamps the video. When the
student clicks on those notes, the video goes back to the time recorded so that
students can watch it again, Students can then either save their notes to Google
Drive or Evernote, or they can e-mail you or themselves a copy.
Pbslearningmedia.org has taken cartoons and other videos and already created
clips for teachers. This eliminates a lot of extra time spent looking through videos
to find the right clip for your students.
If you scan the QR code to the right or go to: goo.gl/Owmj80, we have a 10 minute
video that explains each of the three tools in greater detail. There is also a link for
a 6th grade Science lesson embedded within the video, as well as examples of
what types of California Standards you can meet by implementing these
instructional strategies.

Online Discussions
Students are
engaging in
online
communication
every day? Why
not model online
academic
conversations?

The online discussion board is a normal way of conversing in today's online
world. Many students are already online having conversations, but how many
use it for academic purposes? Not only are online discussions a great way to
use discussion as a formative assessment, but you can also meet the needs
of nonverbal students through this tool.
Start with one of the websites listed to the right. They are ranked in order
from easiest at the top, to the most tech savvy to the bottom. If you don't
have 1-1, meaning every students has a device, that's okay. You can set up a
center or pass an tablet around the room. If you are teaching older grades,
students can get out their cell phones, depending on your schools' Bring Your
Own Device (BYOD) policy.
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Here are some ideas for online discussions:
1. Identify research questions and use the board
to discuss different investigative design
approaches.
2. Compare concepts as a class.
3. Post a sentence or paragraph. Have students
revise it. You will see all of their different
responses.
4. Post analysis type questions about an article
or video and have an online class discussion.
5. Use questions that require a thoughtful
response.
6. Have students provide a re-cap of the day's
learnings and then add to each other's
responses.

Academic Language Modeling
When students are able to look at each other's writing, several
things happen. The first thing that occurs is that you have a group
of students model the appropriate academic language for their
peers. The second thing that happens is that other students are
able to use the peer models to improve their own writing. From a
formative assessment perspective, this is an excellent opportunity
for the teacher to review the online chats and look for
improvements in student language.

Tools for Online
Discussions

Padlet
Today's
Meet
SeeSaw
Edmodo
Schoology
Twitter

Example #1: "Ticket Out the Door"

Online discussions ARE NOT always
one way. Sending messages through
a platform to students may not
always engage them.
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Example #2: Using Discussion Board to Analyze
The following conversation is an excerpt from a real classroom dialogue in a 7th grade classroom.
Teacher: Question #2: How can you create public service announcements as powerful and effective as
these?
Student 1: Showing people that they are all the same
Student 2: If we find things that effect most of the world and that need help.
Student 3: We can show everyday problems with the world that people want to solve but at the same
time don't even care.
Student 4: I think we can find a problem in the world that has not been getting much attention and we
can somehow find a solution to it.
In the example above, students watched examples of public service announcements as a class. After
the students analyzed the videos and came up with commonalities and best practices, they created
their own. Take a moment to reflect on the discussions that are currently taking place right now in
your own classroom.

Example #3: Students Practice Twitter Chats on Paper
In this example, the students in a 4th grade class read the story "The True Story of the Three Little
Pigs". The standard addressed is:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.4.6 Compare and contrast the point of view from which different stories are
narrated, including the difference between first- and third-person narrations.
Directions: Tweet out your perspective (from either the big bad wolf or the three little pigs) about what
really happened in the story. You can only use 140 characters including spaces!Students write their
tweets on index cards and tape them under the appropriate hashtag.
Example: I just had a cold- not my fault I sneezed #bigbadwolf

What Are the Benefits?

Addresses Speech and Language goals
Meets students' technology strengths
Strengthens the writing skills of all learners
Shows students how to have online
conversations in an academic setting.
Creates an environment of respect and
rapport
Uses questioning and discussion techniques
Engages students in learning
Offers an alternative for students to express
what they know.
Can be used as a formative assessment tool.

Academic Online Discussions are TWO-WAY
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Blogging
Guideline 9

The best way
to start your
students
blogging is to
jump in with
two feet first.
Find a website
you like, and
try it out. If at
first you don't
succeed, you
and your
students can
figure it out
the process
and learn
together.

Students need options and ways to engage in self-reflection. According to
wordpress.org, blogs are "websites that maintain an ongoing chronicle of
information. They can feature diary-type commentary and links to articles on
other websites. Blogs range from the personal to the political, and can focus on
one narrow subject or a whole range of subjects. In addition, many blogs focus
on a particular topic, such as web design, home staging, sports, or mobile
technology."
Blogs in the classroom can range from online journals to discuss a students'
weekend activities or hobbies, or a way to discuss their perspective of the
current literature theme.
Some of the standards that support blogging include:
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.K.6
With guidance and support from adults, explore a variety of digital tools to
produce and publish writing, including in collaboration with peers.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.1.8
With guidance and support from adults, recall information from experiences or
gather information from provided sources to answer a question.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.4.6
With some guidance and support from adults, use technology, including the
Internet, to produce and publish writing as well as to interact and collaborate
with others; demonstrate sufficient command of keyboarding skills to type a
minimum of one page in a single sitting.

Use blogging to:
Also use blogging to:
design an experiment
synthesize information
from multiple sources
analyze multiple texts
and write about it
recall procedures
summarize a story

Create an on-going conversation about a topic of interest
-Provide links to research
Have students document the research process of an assignment throughout the
quarter, semester, etc.
Write about weekly reading assignments. Other classmates must comment on
each other's blogs about the content.
Have students in lower grades create a class blog; they can take turns writing a
short opinion piece about a current topic of study.

Some great blogging websites include: kidblog.org, edublogs.org, education.weebly.com

Blogging invites family members to review online content
and be involved with their student's work.
Blogging can expand your classroom's community
involvement by having students write about community
issues and sharing their work with local agencies that are
trying to make a difference.
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Four Card Strategy

Use this
strategy with
text or an
image

Choose three
words from
the text that
evoke an
image

Select a
sentence that
moved you.

Choose a phrase
that shows the
author's point of
view.

Write a sentence
that summarizes
the event.

Create a
question
about the
image.

Write three
adjectives
that describe
the image.

Write on sentence
that summarizes
the image.

Write a sentence
that describes the
significance of
the image.

When to Use
After reading a text, before a unit or
lesson, to make connections to a
larger theme.

Planning
Use the standards to determine what
type of action they will take.
Use a different colored or numbered
card for each question type.

Activity
Each student will read their card, one
at a time, in a large circle. Give
students time to practice a few
minutes beforehand. Only one person
speaks at a time.
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Six
Reasons
Top
Your Students Should Be Creating Infographics

TOP 6 REASONS
You see the cool graphics everywhere, but here's why you
should be teaching your students to create them.

Teaches 21st Century
Media/Literacy Skills

3

2

1

They are the norm for
Marketing in 2015.

4
Utilizes DOK Level 3 thinking

Types of Learners

Most students are
visual learners.

5

6

Uses principles of
Universal Design
for Learning

It's expected in the
Common Core

5%

1

Of all learners learn best
by doing.

35%
Of all learners
are auditory.

Sources: 1) Bradford, William C. Reaching the Visual Learner:
Teaching Property Through Art.
http://lawteaching.org/lawteacher/2004fall/lawteacher2004fall.pdf
The Law Teacher 12, 1 (2004), 12-13.
New Year's Resolutions Infographics Template by Piktochart

65%
The majority of learners are
visual.
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Karen Taylor, 2015
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IEP Meeting Commonly Used Ground Rules
● Everyone participate, no one
dominate
● Share the airtime
● Success depends on participation –
share ideas, ask questions, draw
others out
● Listen to understand

● Be positive, non-judgmental and open
to new ideas
● Remember responsibility and
non-defensiveness
● Stay at the strategic level (out of the
operational)

● Use I statements

● Everything happens through
conversation

● Listen for the future to emerge

● Meaning is in the listener

● One speaker at a time

● Listen from the “We” but speak from
the “I”

● Seek unity (not separation)
● Disagree without being disagreeable

● Respect each others’ thinking and
value their contributions

● Share your unique perspective

●

● Share your experience (not others)
● Speak honestly
● Stay open to new ways of doing
things
● All ideas are valid
● Critique ideas, not people
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Articulate hidden assumptions
Challenge cherished beliefs
With transformation, expect anxiety
Manage group work
Be intrigued by the difference you
hear
Expect to be surprised
Allow every voice to be heard
Ask “what’s possible?” not “what’s
wrong”? Keep asking
Listen with care instead of “building
your story”
“Yes…and” thinking (not, “Yes…but”)
Listen for the future to emerge

Listen for understanding – inquire
(ask) before you advocate (persuade)

● Be aware of meaningless abstraction
● Treat everything you hear as an
opportunity to learn and grow
● Show up and CHOOSE to be present
● Staying on schedule is everyone’s
responsibility; honor time limits
● State your “headline” first, then the
supporting information as necessary
● Be brief and meaningful when voicing
your opinion
● Speak your truth, without blame or
judgment
● Let go of the outcome
● Whatever is said in the room, stays in
the room.
● Participate 100%
● Seek common ground and
understanding (not problems and
conflict)
● Stay out of the weeds and the
swamps
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Special Ed Class Sizes
& Caseloads

To le
arn m
ore a
Educ
a
case tion c bout S
loads lass s pecia
l
at htt
iz
,
ps:// watch ou e and
goo.g r vid
l/b73 eo
WEc

There are no specific class size
requirements for students with IEPs

The RSP Caseload Waiver
General education teachers may
teach any number of students with
IEPs in their classroom, as long as
they are teaching the subject matter
for which they are credentialed.

Class sizes & caseloads can be
bargained in the collective bargaining
agreement.

RSP Caseload Waiver Stipulations

Any contract language agreed upon,
cannot prevent students with IEPs
access to the general education
curriculum.

(1) The eques n a en demons a es o
he sa s a on o he SBE: (a) ha
he ex ess esou e spe a s ase oad
esu s om ex ao d na
s a and/o
p o amma
ond ons; and (b) ha he
ex ao d na
ond ons ha e been eso ed
o w
be eso ed b he me he wa e
exp es.

CTA has policy recommendations for
Special Education class
size/caseloads in the Organizational
Handbook, which can be found online
at www.cta.org.

(2) The wa e s pu a es ha an a e
esou e spe a s w
ha e he
ass s an e o an ns u ona a de a
eas
e hou s da
whene e ha
esou e spe a s 's ase oad ex eeds
s a u o max mum du n he wa e 's
e e
e pe od.

Every situation is unique. Talk to your
association site rep, leadership, or
CTA Primary Contact Staff if you have
questions or concerns.

Online Resources
o ou
es a :

e ommended

ed

he

(3) The wa e on ms ha he s uden s
se ed b an a e ed esou e
spe a s w
e e e a o he se
es
a ed o n he IEPs.

Speech Language Pathologists have
Ed Code and Regulations written
specifically on caseload requirements
and limits.

F nd a
esou

“E Se on 56101 a ows he S a e Boa d o
Edu a on (SBE) o wa e an p o s on o E
o e u a on
he wa e s ne essa o
bene
a when mp emen n a s uden IEP.
T e 5 R spe
a
a ows he SBE o
app o e wa e s o esou e spe a s s
p o d n spe a edu a on se
es o
a ow hem o ex eed he max mum ase oad o
28 s uden s b no mo e han ou s uden s.
Howe e , he e a e spe
equ emen s
n hese e u a ons wh h mus be me o
app o a , and
hese equ emen s a e no
me , he wa e mus be den ed”
- a o n a S a e Boa d o Edu a on

n s

P n e es www.p n e es . om/ TAIPD/
o abo a on n ommonh p://b . /2DNUF E

(4) The wa e was a eed o b an
a e ed esou e spe a s , and he
ba a n n un ,
an , o wh h he
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pa ed
he wa e 's de e opmen .
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(5) The wa e demons a es o he
sa s a on o he SBE ha he ex ess
ase oad an be easonab mana ed b an
a e ed esou e spe a s n pa
u a
e a on o: (a) he esou e spe a s 's
pup
on a
me and o he ass ned
du es; and (b) he p o amma
ond ons
a ed b he esou e spe a s ,
n ud n , bu no
m ed o, s uden a e
e e , a e span, and he beha o a
ha a e s s; numbe o u
u um
e e s au h a an one me o an
en
sess on; and n ens
o s uden
ns u ona needs. (Sou e: a o n a
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In Conclusion...

It's not the end, but the beginning
CTA supports you, the educator, not only at the bargaining table, but in your classroom, your office,
and your school site . Professional issues are just as important to us and we hope that today and
tomorrow we can be there to support you with what you love to do best, working with students.

We want to hear from you!
We have so many resources to share but one of the most important resources is your educator
voice. If you are interested in sharing your story, find us on Twitter at @ctaIPD or via our website
at cta.org/ipd.

Interested in
grant
opportunites?

On Twitter?

Want More
Resources?

www.teacherdrivenchange.org

@WeAreCTA
#WeAreCTA

www.pinterest.com/ctaIPD

Want to get the
latest updates
on educational
issues?

Looking for a
Conference?

www.cta.org

www.ctago.org

Interested in
Our
Publications?
https://californiaeducator.org/
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